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Friends Corporation
exhibits wide range of food
processing technology 
Friends Corporation was established
in 1958. Being operated by the third
generation, the company’s major
activities are imports, local supply &
distribution of Pharmaceutical, food
based production technology and
spare parts pertaining to these
machinery are one of the leader in
the Food & Beverage industry.
Following principals of Friends
Corporation will be present at their
booth:

Effytec (Spain)

Effytec is a
company leader in
the technology &
manufacturing of
Horizontal Pouch Machinery, for packing
all types of products from different sec-
tors in sachets and pouches. A company
composed by a team of great profession-
als highly qualified with over 30 years of
packaging industry experience.

Baker Perkins (UK)

Baker
Perkins’ equip-
ment & service
drive the pro-
duction and profit at many of the world’s
leading food manufacturers. In the bread,
biscuit, confectionary, snacks and break-
fast cereals sectors, top brands worldwide
rely on technology supplied by Baker
Perkins. The company’s strengths lies in
its process expertise, engineering excel-
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lence & extensive service philosophy,
extending from design and manufacturer
through installation and commissioning to
Lifetime Support.

Gorreri (Italy)

Engineering and
manufacturing of
complete lines and
turn-key installations
for big productions, custom made solu-
tions for middle and small laboratories,
R&D equipments, rationalization and
optimization of the customer’s productive
process. These are the strong points that
characterize Gorreri in the world and that,
combined with reliability and 50 years
know-how, help customer to realize its
productive project.

Storci (Italy)

Since 1991 we
have been working in
the pasta machinery
sector, in the pursuit
of technology and
innovation, making sure that the right
attention is always given to tradition. Our
team consists of active and expert profes-
sionals, set in a lively and versatile organi-
zation, operating with a sole aim:
Customers' satisfaction. Whether it be
engineers, technologists, mechanics,
designers, customer service... our staff

always make sure that the possible Buyer
can fully reach his goal. We guarantee
expertise and a great cooperation.

CT Pack (Italy)

CT Pack is a spe-
cialist in food packag-
ing with a focus on
bakery, chocolate, ice
Cream and frozen
food, providing full
turn-key packaging lines starting from the
individual unwrapped product and con-
tinuing all the way to case-packing. We
have a dedicated After Sales Team to
respond to the specific requests of our
customers for standard and customized
equipment. We are continuously
strengthening our local presence around
the world, with the goal of providing our
customers with creative engineering,
delivery of superior equipment, highest
efficiencies and responsive service.

Sinitech (Croatia)

Sinitech is a
strong Croatian
company that
provides process
industry solutions on the Croatian & for-
eign markets. The development of process
solutions is unfolding with the emergence
of new technologies & trends in the pro-
cessing industry around the world. This, in

combination with the experience our engi-
neering team, with many years of experi-
ence in the design, development of &
overseeing the production of a wide range
of equipment, together with our highly
qualified production & assembly experts
equipped with all the necessary tools and
instruments, are able to intervene in a very
short time period to address the clients’
needs at any given time.

Alimenta (Italy)

ALIMENTA
is a multinational
industrial group
composed of the
following three divisions, each focused on a
different area of technology in the food and
beverage world:

PARMA FOOD: is specialized in the
engineering and manufacturing of machines
and complete lines for processing tomatoes,
vegetables in general, fruits (also tropical),
with focus on sterilizers and aseptic fillers for
concentrates, fruit concentrated and semi-
concentrated purees, vegetables in general
and tomato, also with parts in suspension.

NEWPACK: is active in the food packag-
ing industry with decades of experience in
machinery for packaging in Form-Fill-Seal. It
offers integrated solutions, upstream and
downstream of the production lines, creat-
ing complete and integrated systems.




